
Option Trader Shows How He Easily Makes 3%
to 15% Most Days In Minutes

Jeremy Russell, President and creator of The 20-

Minute Trader

Jeremy Russell has used this to buy

options at the bottom and sell at 

the rise to make 3% - 15% profit or more

most days, reliably, in less than 

20 minutes.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, July 22, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- - The 20-Minute

Trader™, a rapid-growing educational

community for options trading, is

empowering people to understand

how to find a predictable pattern that

has been traded in minutes with

confidence. This technique is changing

the game for first-time and seasoned investors with proven results.

This options strategy is 100% original, not based on any other strategies ever presented. If this

Over 90% of my students

are profiting.”

Jeremy Russell/President of

The 20-Minute Trader

sounds familiar, it is not. It is unique.

“The 20-Minute Trader™ courses and classes teach how I

found a specific, predictable pattern, in which a particular

stock price falls and rises daily at around the same time,”

says Jeremy Russell, President and creator of The 20-

Minute Trader™. “I’ve used this to buy options at the

bottom and sell them at the rise to make 3% to 15% profit or more most days, reliably, in less

than twenty minutes. This gives me the freedom to use the rest of my day to do other things that

are important to me.”

“I wanted to provide all my knowledge, at an affordable price, to everyday people who work hard,

but could use an edge up in the markets.”

Most students of this system never traded options before and yet many were able to develop a

trading strategy in a short period of time that resulted in near immediate and daily profit. The

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.20mintrader.com
https://www.20mintrader.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hj9S0hOe_74
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hj9S0hOe_74


Student- This is so simple. I  make between $300 and

$1000 in 10 minutes.

Student- I make 10 to 15%  every week. I’m blown

away!

20-Minute Trader™ focus is detailed

instruction with no confusing language

and no questions unanswered. These

courses give a simple and fun

understanding of options trading and

the stock market and show how an

exact, predictable, short, daily pattern

can be discovered and how it has been

traded. They also include training on

what stock options are (a confusing

subject made easy). Mentorships are

also available.

“Over 90% of my students are profiting

handsomely from creating a trading

strategy after this option training, and

10% of them are even blowing ME

away with astounding daily profits in

just minutes.”

Their YouTube Channel has student

testimonials, live trades and Q&A

videos, showing how easy it is to learn

how they traded this predictable

pattern.

The 20-Minute Trader™ Master Class

uses simple, understandable language

to break down every detail of the 20-

Minute Trader™ technique. It provides

live examples and graphic

demonstrations while easily walking

the student through every button

pushed, defining every term and symbol used and repeating key principles for success. Most

students (many without any experience) are doing real trades confidently within seven to ten

days.

Twenty-six Master Class lessons teach and show precisely how pattern discovery has been done

and how options trading was used to make 5-10 times more money in minutes than traditional

stock trading. 

“It brings me a lot of joy knowing people are benefitting from this predictable pattern system I

discovered,” says Russell. “It's been very successful for me. The sky's the limit right now- I keep

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8CQ7sXBO3ec


making more and more money every week and I'd like other people to know about this

profitable, predictable pattern, especially hard-working people who provide services to others,

people who help keep the world turning with whatever they're doing. Hopefully, more people will

take advantage of this options trading education.”

To find out more about The 20-Minute Trader™ visit:

Our Website: https://www.20mintrader.com

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/20mintrader

Tik Tok: https://www.tiktok.com/@20_minute_trader

Twitter: https://www.twitter.com/20minutetrader

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/20mintrader

YouTube: http://lnkiy.in/20-Min-Trader

Jeremy Russell

20 Minute Trader
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